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Teams Work, When
TEAM at WORK
T
talent at work, trained, trust, tactics
E
expectation, evaluation, engage, equal role
A
attitude, appreciate, application
M
mutual, member, motivated
Talent wins games.
Teamwork wins finals & championships.
Teams work where individual contribution is channeled to team effort.
You get more done (success) when you worry less about who gets the credit.
‘…You don’t have to be out of the team to be outside the team if you have
all the behaviors/oughts that mean you already left this team’.
No one, not one of us, is as good as all of us.
Know all - he who does the same gets what he always gets, nothing.
Knowledge - gained through hard work together on the track.
Knowing - how well you did at training and how to apply it out there
on the green.
The word teamwork includes the word work - you get nothing
without hard work.
And in the word teamwork is a split of team and work.
Teams don’t work when
Let’s use the word team to describe poor behavior, especially with skips.
T
tantrums
E
enraged, egotistical
A
asshole
M
moronic
And we need to be aware of other hurdles to the team reinforced by elite
sport identities.
Experience
Rick Charlesworth: Experience is overrated, it is lessons learnt from
experience that is valued.
Standards
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Matthew Knights and GFC the TEAM standard / behaviour we walk
past is the standard / behaviour we accept.
Role being played
AFL Football analogies
● Prepared to play any position selected – Bartel & Mitchell (both AFL
brownlow medallists entitled to feel they should play the star role in
the AFL team yet played where chosen).
What about you?
What about your fellow team members?
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